Phaahla hearing marked by protest

Students disrupt proceedings, force one week postponement

By PATRICK O'DONNELL

More than 50 student demonstrators disrupted Graduate and Professional Student Assembly (GSPA) hearings Friday, forcing Judicial Ad-

ministration Ed Shibley to postpone the hearing until April 3.

The protesters, who had planned to rally against campus racism outside Bouvier Hall, moved inside the hearing room after the GSPA chairman and his advisors, accompanied by state police, attempted to clear the area.

The protesters, who called their action a rally against campus racism, disrupted Friday's hearing on the Chancellors' emergency order to reorganize the University's Student Assembly.

After protesters interrupted his hearing Friday, Vincent Phaahla (left) addresses a TV reporter as Judicial Administrator Ed Shibley looks on.
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Monetary fund adviser cites need for civil law in Pakistan

The four challenges facing Pakistan are demographic, social, control, lack of civil law, and energy policy and a sense of insecurity," Mohammad said at the meeting.

He added that Pakistan must be aware of its drawbacks and open to future. According to Mohammad, Pakistan's severe crisis is due to lack of civil laws and conflicting interests.

After the speech, several members of the Pakistani Society performed the play. The scenario was not well-nurtured, and the performers were not well-rehearsed. Mohammad's, however, must be appreciated that the government must play a more active role in enforcing laws.

"Pakistan is beginning to see a bright ray towards democracy and open to future. He further added that the political problems and can economically result in the country towards progress."

According to Mohammad, Pakistan's severe crisis is due to lack of civil laws and conflicting interests.

Address is part of independence celebration

The Universitv students, hall of military production, attempted to combat stereotypes in the theater, which often limits women's acting ability. Robinson 

High school productions attempt to combat stereotypes

In the event, College and Wharton senior John Walig says that the event was successful in raising awareness and educating the audience about the importance of civil law in Pakistan. Many audience members said that they learned the importance of the event.

All-female Daughter Productions attempts to combat stereotypes

In the event, College and Wharton senior John Walig says that the event was successful in raising awareness and educating the audience about the importance of civil law in Pakistan. Many audience members said that they learned the importance of the event.

U. students face off with pro-life activists in two downtown rallies
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Despite increases, graduate students’ concerns persist

By TINA GOLDBERG

Graduate students argue that in a time of Spring fever, they are not appreciated.

Because of their age and obligations, graduate students are traditionally required to handle more than their undergraduate counterparts. Most have left the normative world of high school and are now in small groups and living far from homes, parents, and politics.

One issue, however, binds them together and forces them out of the black box that is graduate school:

"I think part of the solution has to be to increase stipends to the point where people can live," said GSE Vice President David I amberl. "Stipend levels vary between schools and among departments as an unevenness of funding for graduate students. The amount of the stipend is based on the student's effort — other than the money students receive for their teaching or research is not available for them to spend, and many graduate students do not even receive this money for a time-month period..."

The University's stated levels are about average compared with peer institutions, but a GSA report last year found that many state and private universities pay up to $4,000 per student to graduate students.

Graduate students at several schools, however, have become irate with the slow rate of progress and fear that inflation will soon strip away any gains made in stipend levels. A recent GSA report to graduate administrative assistants is expected by many to result in a student worker wage-freeze cut.

"I am afraid that the University is engaged in a nine-year battle with administration, and students have discussed unionizing, they fear backlash against the other groups, successfully petitioned Congress to "assist..." the money per capita..."

"We would like to see funding distributed fairly and in a sufficiently generous way to pursue graduate study," he added. "Our position has been that it (teaching) has nothing to do with the ethos here has been that teaching should be relatively well compensated because its important," said last year's GSA Vice President and current University of Wisconsin at Madison, the University of Florida, and the University of California's San Francisco and Irvine institutions, but a OSAC report last year stressed that the administration is trying to increase stipend monies, then they must also have to reduce the number of TA positions that they offer.

"We can take in less students," Bordogna said, adding "where do we draw the line on that?"

Administrators also applaud the fact that several institutions, they argue that stipends are not a sufficient way to help the majority of students.

"We can take in less students," Bordogna said, adding "where do we draw the line on that?"

Administrators also applaud the fact that several institutions, many have become impa-

Despite increases, graduate students’ concerns persist...
On Campus

Events

DRUG AWARENESS WEEK presents Karen Williams of the AIDS Education Workshops. Conquer the fear ofIDS education workshops, conquer the fear of AIDS. Meet from 7:00-8:00 pm in the Phi Sigma Sigma house sponsored by Phi Sigma Sorority.
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Students disrupt Phaahla hearing, force U. to postpone discussion of case

RALLY, from page 1

that the possibility of funding the University especially sen-
itive, that the money is only a small part of the University's annual $1 billion budget, that the funds are important to several programs.

Hughes said that watchdogs on money from the University "are always interested," unable to understand the "full picture." He is to be responsive to the request.

Hughes said that the legislature is currently debating the state budget, and that it is not the time to act on the possibility of funding cuts.

SAS will begin new programs

LANGUAGE, from page 1

earned to take courses through the center to learn a language in a specific field or profession, as opposed to traditional approach, offering more "marketable" courses. SAS will expand to assist students with "personally" oriented approaches to second language.

McDonald's stabbing, campus assault

INCIDENTS, from page 1

McDonald's stabbing, campus assault

Wednesday. Among the sources close to the case is Gerald D. Hines, Interests in the SAS Deans's Advisory Board. Applications and Interview sign-ups are available in the College Office, 100 Logan Hall.

Interested in writing? Call 989-6585 to have your thoughts featured in DP News.

The 1st Annual University of Pennsylvania Greek Olympiad

The University of the Pennsylvania Greek Olympiad presents The 1989 A.S.W. Rosenbach Lectures in Theology and The USES OF BOOKBINDING HISTORY.

Faculty and student leaders of the administration's efforts have not been satisfied.

Hughes said that in addition to contributions to the Phaahla case, the rally permitted the Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission and Pennsylvania's secretary of education.

The State Human Relations Commission has recently investigated incidents of racism on the Pennsylvania State campus, and it is hoped that the administration's efforts will be "made even more effective." The rally was to allow Moody to "reach out" to the community to discuss a possible reorganization at the University.

The legislation originally came to campuses in a more general form against racism at the University, but also what they perceive as increasing racism on campus.

However, the plan was not accepted and the rally was called for the removal of panel members, "to allow Black Student League President Nicholas Pickwoad to look on." The postponement is just the latest in a series of delays that have caused controversy among various disciplines in foreign language programs.

Allen said that another new program, which is an offshoot of the LAYE program, which will sponsor faculty to study in the spring at the University of California at Los Angeles, "will have more supportive activities." The course will have discussion sections, which will focus on counterbalancing the language and the course material, and the language faculty will be encouraged to add more courses to the program.

Phaahla's case, to be "made even more effective." The rally was to allow Moody to "reach out" to the community to discuss a possible reorganization at the University.

The legislation originally came to campuses in a more general form against racism at the University, but also what they perceive as increasing racism on campus.

However, the plan was not accepted and the rally was called for the removal of panel members, "to allow Black Student League President Nicholas Pickwoad to look on." The postponement is just the latest in a series of delays that have caused controversy among various disciplines in foreign language programs.

Allen said that another new program, which is an offshoot of the LAYE program, which will sponsor faculty to study in the spring at the University of California at Los Angeles, "will have more supportive activities." The course will have discussion sections, which will focus on counterbalancing the language and the course material, and the language faculty will be encouraged to add more courses to the program.
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**Beyond Zero-Zero**

Josephine Lee

The idea of attending college in Philadelphia is a common one with many students. Asian Americans, in particular, are often encouraged to go to university in the city. However, while attending college in Philadelphia has many benefits, it can also be challenging for students. One of the biggest challenges faced by students is the cost of living. The city is known for its high cost of living, which can make it difficult for students to afford housing and other expenses. In addition, Philadelphia has a diverse population, which can lead to cultural misunderstandings and challenges. Students must also navigate the city's public transportation system, which can be confusing and time-consuming.

On the flip side, Philadelphia is home to many cultural and educational institutions. The city is home to several renowned universities, including the University of Pennsylvania, Temple University, and Drexel University. These institutions offer a wide range of courses and programs, which can be valuable for students looking to pursue a career in a particular field. Philadelphia is also home to many cultural institutions, such as the Philadelphia Museum of Art, the Philadelphia Orchestra, and the Philadelphia Zoo, which can be enjoyed by anyone.

In summary, attending college in Philadelphia can be both rewarding and challenging. Students must be prepared to face the city's high cost of living, cultural misunderstandings, and difficult transportation system. However, the city's many cultural and educational institutions can provide valuable opportunities for students looking to pursue a career or deepen their understanding of a particular field.
Dear Editor,

There have been a number of complaints, which are not necessarily valid, concerning the rejection of students, particularly black students, to membership in fraternities and sororities. This issue has been raised before, and it seems that we are simply repeating the same arguments without much substance.

The black population at the university is a significant portion of the total student body, and it is important that the university provide opportunities for all students to participate in extracurricular activities. The rejection of students based on race is unacceptable and goes against the principles of diversity and inclusion that the university is committed to promote.

I urge the administration to take action to ensure that all students, regardless of race, have equal opportunities to participate in fraternities and sororities. This is not only a matter of fairness, but also of upholding the values of the university.

Sincerely,
[Name]

P.S. I have attached some additional data and statistics that support my arguments.
Off the Wire

Compiled from Associated Press Dispatches

Pope delivers Easter message, decrives violence

A mob of about 50 people attacked five police officers in the Younghawi neighborhood of Baltimore late yesterday, police said. Two officers were injured as they tried to control a crowd that gathered outside a bar, police said. One of the officers injured was a detective on a street in North Philadelphia shortly after 1 a.m. yesterday evening.

Washington, D.C. -- President Ronald Reagan today outlined a five-year plan to the American public to encourage commercial banks to voluntarily reduce the amount of money they lend to developing countries.

"We are not ready to absorb any more," said RKI Off. Fisheries spokesman Bobby Banfield. "We are ready for full cooperation."

Soviets hold first-ever multiparty elections

Meanwhile, the toll on the sound's marine life continued to grow.

City

A mob of about 50 people attacked five police officers in the Younghawi neighborhood of Baltimore late yesterday, police said. Two officers were injured as they tried to control a crowd that gathered outside a bar, police said. One of the officers injured was a detective on a street in North Philadelphia shortly after 1 a.m. yesterday evening.

WASHINGTON -- The head of the Food and Drug Administration today offered an explanation for the illnesses suffered by more than 1,000 people who ate at a nightspot in the city's northwest.

Mobs attack Philadelphia policemen

The millions of voters elected 1,500 deputies to the congress that will choose the country's president and elect the new parliament. The elections were widely seen as a test of the United States' influence in world affairs.

strike

The patriarch, Michel Sihah, made his first appearance in Jerusalem since the intifada broke out last month. He arrived in the city on May 25, the anniversary of the death of the great rabbi and scholar, Yeshayahu Yeshayahu.

Hill Players

Lovers and Lovers of the Strangers

By Rene Taylor and Joseph Bologna

Houston Hall Auditorium
March 30, 31, April 1 and 2, 1989
$4.00 admission (group rates available)

Latinofest 89

Saturday, March 25
7:00 PM

Keynote Address by James B. Fatte

Recipient, Commonwealth Commission of Civility in Civil Rights

DruG Treatment: Is it in your future?

National

VATICAN CITY -- Pope John Paul II offered Easter wishes to the world's Catholics in a language to a world he said was divided and threatened by "fundamentalist obsessions." He radiate...
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

ZENITH
DATA SYSTEMS
Z-286LP
DESKTOP PC

GREAT THINGS DO COME IN SMALL PACKAGES

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN—

THE Z-286 LP IS NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR NEARBY ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS CAMPUS CONTACT:

Computer Connection
at the Bookstore
3729 Locust Walk
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 898-3282

LOGITECH MOUSE AND MICROSOFT WINDOWS INCLUDED FREE

Microsoft Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
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"The offense worked very well," Swancenburg said. "The defense didn't hold the Quakers to 0.5-3. The defense didn't allow the Quakers to score in the box. Their defense was hit by eight times from long distance into Saturday's game figuring that it's the offense. The key was some last-week prepared Quakers' offense. Yale went 2-7-4 last week..."

But Swancenburg called timeout and his team regrouped. Meanwhile, Penn decided to take a timeout during play and a quick, confident (from Grace) goal to start the third quarter before the Elis could tie the game up. The Quakers weren't going to see a repeat of last season this time around. The defense also had its ducks in a row. They took a few chances, allowing Yale to knock on the door for the last three goals.

After last year's loss to Yale, Penn felt it was a disappointing 1-2 in the standings. Now, with a 2.1 record under its belt, the young and inexperienced Quakers are beginning to come of age. "We have had some pride in the past few weeks. Now, with 12-1 record at the end of the third."

"We were getting impatient on our own," Fisher said. "We were trying to bring the game up to a faster pace."

"The defense also had its ducks in a row. They took a few times, allowing Yale to knock on the door for the last three goals."

"My goal is always to be a Division I head coach," Crowell said.

Bodek lounge

M. Hoops

SEARCH, from page 14

"Lack is a longtime bound, but respect has no interest in the position at Penn," Robinsman said.

"We had a lot of interest in the position at Penn," Robinsman said, "and he wasn't interested in our position, so we moved on to others." Robinsman also confirmed that Penn alumni Tom Crowley and Frank McCaffrey have applied for the job, with Crowley, 37, the current assistant coach at Stanford, among Penn's top candidates. Crowley hopes to have expressed strong interest in the head coaching position.

"My goal is always to be a Division I head coach," Crowell said.

Penn Tower Hotel's Terrace - free lunch for professor

LIVE FROM WCAU

* STEVE FREDRIKDS * discusses his:

Drug Addiction... Arrest & Recovery.

CAREERS IN PUBLIC RELATIONS

MARCH 29, 7:30 PM
SMITH PENN-RHODEM, HOUSTON HALL

Professionals from non-profit and agency settings will discuss Public relations careers.

Sign up with Amy in CPPS.
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The Quakers continued dropping plays in the field as they fell behind two runs in the third inning on light of the nine. 

Midshipmen scored two runs in the first inning and walked three batters without a ball. They managed only 11 shots on goal these five days in practice, and we sure have a lot of work to do," said Seidt.

It seems that the Quakers’ problems on Saturday mainly revolved around a lack of preparation in dealing with Cornell’s simple zone defense.

This was the first time this season that Penn had played against a zone. Without a doubt, the team was ill prepared.

"We’re not used to playing against the zone, but we should have fear," said one of Quakers, who wished to remain anonymous. "We should have been prepared.

"We needed some kind of structure in the first half and, another Penn player said. "It’s the another obligation to tell everyone what to do, and the coaches were very passive. More coaching needed to be done.

After the Quakers, on past talent, scored ahead 3-1. The Big Red scored two of the next three goals to make it 5-3. The Big Red led built up a, Shaw’s third, and assured the game winner but the Quakers fought a battle on a day when there should only had been a brief skirmish.

"We were led to believe that it was going to be an easy game, so very few players really knew the game," one Penn player said. "There was no clue, and we were left out of it, and I just felt frustrated. These people needed to be coached.

Penn head coach Anne Sage refused to comment on the game.

"Appropriately, the correct method of attacking a zone defense is to "wind up the cannons," as one coach said.

Evidently, this fact was not prior to all the Quakers — at halftime.

"We are very perplexed at this point," an anonymous Penn defense player said. "A lot of people had problems with the stick today.

The Quakers also seemed to have been embarrassed by its effort in that frame, with Glanville and Vesely, who scored one of Penn’s lead built up at Shaw’s third, and assured the game winner.

But the Quakers fought a battle on a day when there should only had been a brief skirmish.

In the end, but we felt as if we had been," Quakers attack Erin Osborne said.

The Marketing Department
Warton School of the University of Pennsylvania

"Decisions Under Conflict"

Woese Alderson Distinguished Lecture Series

Date: March 29, 1989
Time: 4:30 to 6:00 p.m.
Place: Stittler Hall B-6

Join DP Sports — 898-9866

The University Sportswear

28th & Packer — NEXT TO WAIA & DAWL 222-PENN

BUY 1, GET 1 FREE

ON ALL "BASSETT WALKER", "SAND KNIT", & "COTTON WORKS" SWEATSHIRTS

• sweatshirts start at $19.89
  • both S/M & L/XL available
  • S/M/L XL XXL XXXL
  • navy, red, white, gray, black, gold
  • all designs including tackle twill
  • applies to fraternity/sorority
  • sweatshirts too

INFORMATION, PRICES & AVAILABILITY NOW AVAILABLE 

...AND WITH PURCHASE... 

• 20% off dress shoes 
  • $50 off suits 
  • 10% off dress shirts 
  • 2/$100 on ties 
  • other accessories available

CARMEN’S

312 Broadway Ave. (503-1400) 

SPRING FLING
VOLUNTEER MEETING

Tues. March 28 7:00pm
SH/DH Room - TBA on 3/28

WE NEED MORE VOLUNTEERS!

Questions? Call Shef: 243-7899

SEE YOU THERE
Candels faceoffs factor into Penn win

A large part of Candels success in the face-off circle is due to his relatively unique strategy. While most faceoffs try to outrace their opponent by clamping their stick on the ball or win the face-off with quickness by sweeping the ball away, Candels has found a better way. He down on the stick to block the face-off and then, by slowly sweeping the face-off towards the ball, Candels forces his opponent to move his stick. WANTED: a Specialist for only that aspect of

Tennis loses to stubborn Princeton

Candels also credits much of his success to the magnitude of the0r face-off preparation. The ability of these players to beat their counterparts to the face-off circle was faced off for the Quakers if Candels doesn't control the ball, and

and the best players in the Atlantic

Boston is the next host for Princeton with a 7-3 loss to the Tigers Saturday.

Pancrace was out of control Eaters

The romance of train travel

Pancrace was out of control Eaters

The romance of train travel

In the second set, Stehnn won 6-3, after struggling during the first set. Stehnn was 7-3, but he and Worth will not be able to play in the third set, he and Worth have practiced a lot on the court. We've been fighting the elements all day. We're not going to lose.

Early we won 6-3, after struggling during the first set. Stehnn was 7-3, but he and Worth will not be able to play in the third set, he and Worth have practiced a lot on the court. We've been fighting the elements all day. We're not going to lose.

The romance of train travel
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The romance of train travel

Our doubles were strong. Spahni said, "We had to make some changes. But it's hard to play with someone you haven't played with before for the first time against good teams when you haven't had the chance to practice with them in the past. But I always knew I had the doubles team I had the best team in the doubles.

Can we come together for a ride to Canada? train with the LSAT Expert!

We're not going to lose.The romance of train travel
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Our doubles were strong. Spahni said, "We had to make some changes. But it's hard to play with someone you haven't played with before for the first time against good teams when you haven't had the chance to practice with them in the past. But I always knew I had the doubles team I had the best team in the doubles.

Can we come together for a ride to Canada?
Penn twin-kills Garnet

After sweep, Baseball faces St. Joe's today

B. ALAN SEWICK

It appears as if the Penn baseball team has found its groove. The Quakers, who stumbled to a 2-4 start, are now dominating its opponents.

Penn's recent success has been built on its ability to control the ball off the 'opponents shoulder. This has led to a series of games where Penn has dominated the first inning, putting the game out of reach early.

Penn dominated the away contests against Widener, Swarthmore, and Yale. The team has not allowed a single run in its past three games.

The Quakers' batting has also improved, with several players hitting above .300. First baseman Man Meyers has been a key contributor with a .320 average.

Penn's pitching has been strong, with sophomore Bill Quill leading the way. He has a 1.38 ERA and 40 strikeouts in 35 innings pitched.

Coach Sedlock believes the team is now in sync and can continue its winning ways.

Penn's next test will be against St. Joe's/Lasalle, which is currently at 3-3. The Quakers will look to extend their winning streak and solidify their position in the Ivy League.